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THIRD ANNUAL REPORT

Effort Period: 15 Feb 1995 - 15 Feb 1996

R&T Number: s400024srd Grant Period: 15 Feb 1993 - 19 June 1996

ONR Grant No.: N00014-93-1-0483 Princ. Inv.: Sarjeant and Lee

a. Description of scientific research goals

Develop a physical understanding of the nature of the processes responsible
for multifactor stress life aging of semiconductor materials and their oxide
insulators in support of the BMDO/ONR High Power Electronics Program.

b. Significant results in the past fiscal year

The initial proof of concept and development of a new and novel method to
study the aging of semiconductor materials and their oxide interfaces under
dc through high frequency fields (up to 100 kilohertz ac) has been successful.
This new balanced bridge technique approach yields up to 100 times enhanced
sensitivity in comparison to all other aging metholodgies, and, at the same
time permits direct correlation with dc and low frequency ac aging by virtue
of the tranportable test fixturing. This year also saw successful accelerated
dc aging, relevant to the next generation of dc high power solid state radars
and power conditioning systems.

The initial ac aging experiments to investigate the effect of continuous
high frequency electrical stress upon insulating materials and their related
insulating oxide coating/interfaces was completed. The data provided
preliminary complex aging rates and mechanism identification, as well as
guidance as to how to proceed with high frequency ac insulation aging in
a methodical manner. It was also found that corona voltages exhibited a
reduction with increasing frequency of the applied stress, due to acceleration
of the ionization process at the interface and within the material
substructure.

Concern for the reliability of high power electronics components/systems
demanded the investigation of the insulator component's aging and failure
modes under service conditions which imposes a multitude of deterministic
stress factors such as thermal and electrical stresses. Thermal stresses,
whether external or internal (localized heating), are dominant in high power
electronics systems and the investigation of their effects within service
temperature ranges is integral to the understanding and modeling of the
performance and reliability of the high power electronics system as a whole.
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The investigation of the effects of thermal aging on the properties of
insulating materials incluing surface and bulk diagnosis, determination of
properties and statistical analysis of the dc failure times to infer and
model their functional relationship to the sequentially applied stresses,
was thus carried out. The material selected in this study was recommended
by the US industry, and is an insulating film presently utilized in numerous
high power electronics applications, namely capacitor grade biaxially-oriented
isotactic polypropylene film in the 25 pm (1 mil) range.

Surface analysis utilized state of the art diagnostics such as Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) for microscale
topographic mapping and Electron Scanning for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) to
detect the presence of any deposited elements which may alter the chemical
surface characteristics. The ESCA spectra of surface elements (up to 50
A depth) of thermally aged and unaged film samples confirmed the oxidation
of the film surface as a result of aging as shown in Figure 1. Samples aged
for up to 100 hours at either 90 'C or 110 'C did not show any trace of surface
oxygen. Samples aged at 90 'C for 300 and 500 hours showed an increase in
the concentration of surface oxygen (1.12 and 1.24%, respectively), and for
samples aged at 110 'C higher percentages (1.6 and 1.7%, respectively), were
detected. Although the oxygen percentages are small, nonetheless, the
slightest oxidation of the uppermost surface layer will have profound effects
on the interface properties transforming it from a low energy to a high energy,
and consequently affecting the interaction mechanisms and characteristics
with other components of the test system. AFM images indicated altered surface
roughness measures for the aged samples, which were subsequently supported
by results of the SEM images.

The mean dc breakdown voltages correlated with the surface oxygen trend
detected by ESCA. This is shown in Figure 2. Generally, the breakdown
voltages increased with increasing aging time and temperature. However,
a t-test did not conclude a significant difference between the breakdown
voltages for the control and the aged film samples for 100 hours at either
90 °C or 110 °C. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that the change
of surface properties, in the presence of the electric field, leads to
interfacial space charge effects. For example, the formation of negative
space charge at the electrode-film interface decreases the effective field
increasing the apparent breakdown field.

SEM images of the breakdown region in control and aged film samples strongly
suggested the existence of two distinct breakdown/failure mechanisms for
the control and aged film samples. A seemingly bulk-limited mechanical
brakdown was deduced for the control samples, while localized interfacial
breakdown was deduced for the thermally aged samples due to the altered surface
properties of the thermal aged film samples and consequent space charge effects
in the presence of the applied electrical stress field.

The statistical analysis of the lifetimes (time to failure) included graphical
and analytical methods for assessment of candidate lifetime distributions:
Weibull and Lognormal; Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to subdivide variation
in the replicate lifetime data into systematic variation due to significant
stress variables (thermal aging variables and dc stress) and that due to
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error/noise as a result of inherent stochastic spatial inhomogeneities.
Finally, modeling of the functional relationship between the obtained dc
lifetimes and functions of the sequentially applied stresses was attempted
using phenomenological semiempirical laws available in the insulation
literature. The results indicated that a significant 82% of the variation
in the data was due to the deterministic stress variables. An exhaustive
search among possible transformed-linear and nonlinear models found a
multiplicative effects linear model to predict the dc lifetimes with sufficient
accuracy based on maximum likelihood analysis. Figure 3 shows the actual
versus the predicted life lines for the test conditions considered.

The present investigation provided a deep understanding of the effects of
thermo-oxidative aging within service temperature range (up to 110 'C) of
the high power electronics systems on the properties and characteristics
of the insulating material. Generally, the effects were desirable as the
lifetimes and breakdown voltages increased or at worst remained unchanged.
The chosen insulating material proved very resiliant to such stresses making
it a safe choice for many high power electronics applications within the
limitations of the test conditions. The study also revealed the complexity
of modeling the functional relationship between failure times and stress
factors as many determined stochastic variables convolve leading to failure

c. Plans for next year's research

The comprehensive aging methodology being developed for semiconductor systems
and their related insulating oxide coatings/interfaces, initiated this year,
will be continued. The new emphasis will be upon materials of relevance
to high power solid state electronics, interfaces, connectors, and power
distribution and conditioning systems for next generation BMDO/ONR systems.
Actual solid state topologies will be used to anchor the transition of the
aging methology to real world systems, in collaboration with other researcher's
active under BMDO support - both industrial and academic. Of particular
interest is the aging under simultaneous DC+AC conditions, representative
of a large number of emerging BMDO applications.
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Figure 1. Oxygen percentages on sample PP film surfaces as detected by ESCA.
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Figure 2. Mean dc breakdown voltages for tested PP film samples at shown
test conditions.
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Figure 3. Predicted and obtained 3-D life I-nes for thermally aged filmsamples at 90 °C (a) and 110 'C (b). Control values are shownat zero aging time for reference.
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ABSTRACT

An investigation is conducted to study and model the aging of polypropylene, a widely used

polymer dielectric in energy storage and transport devices, under the sequential application

of thermal and DC electrical stresses. Continuous thermal aging in air was carried out at

temperatures of 90 'C and 110 'C for aging times of 100, 300, and 500 hours. The DC

lifetimes of the control (thermally unaged) and thermally aged films were then obtained at four

voltage stress levels of 16, 15, 14 and 13 kV.

Testing of a sufficiently large number of randomly chosen specimens in a well designed test

plan allows for the analysis of all the effects of stress factors independently and interactively.

A complete statistical analysis of the data included nonparametric and parametric assessment

of adequate life distributions and life-stress models (linear and nonlinear) utilizing Least

Squares and Maximum Likelihood regression methods. Several diagnostic tests, including

Electron Scattering for Chemical Analysis (ESCA), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM),

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Fourier Transformed Infrared (FTIR) and Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, Wide Angle X-ray Diffiaction (WAXS), plus

other mechanical and electrical characterizations including DC breakdown voltage, dielectric

constant, dissipation factor, tensile stress and strain, and Young's Modulus, for the control

and aged samples were carried out. Results were then compared to detect any correlating

changes and interpreted in the light of available aging theories.

xi
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The obtained results revealed the possible contribution of thermal aging to morphological and

mechanical variations in the film. Changes of surface properties of the thermally aged film

samples were more pronounced than those of the bulk (compared to the control samples)

which consequently lead to altered interfacial (electrode/insulator) characteristics. This

combined with the inherent stochastic spatial and temporal inhomogeneities of the film

samples and possible space charge effects under the constant DC field, resulted in the

observation of localized interfacial breakdown (possibly electronic) for the thermally aged

samples. On the other hand, a seemingly bulk limited breakdown of a mechanical nature was

deduced for the control film samples. Statistically, thermal aging had a significant effect on

the DC lifetimes of the film that contributed a multiplicative effect interaction term (between

aging time and temperature) to the life-stress model.
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